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                                 Abstract

   A simple method to analyze, in the linear-wave approximation, an internal seiche

generated at a sharp density-interface in a two-layer lake is shown. It is assumed that the

shape of the lake is long, the lake has a rectangular cross-section with a shallow depth that

varies. Starting with a set of hydraulic equations for a two-layer fluid model, wave

equations for fast (surface) and slow (interface) modes are derived when the difference in

density across the interface is small. The method to calculate eigen frequencies of the

internal seiche numerically is also shown. The calculated results are compared with

observational results at the thermocline of Kanayama Reservoir, and their coincidence is

ascertained,

                              1. Introduction

   It is well known that the various layers of different temperature, turbidity or salinity

in a lake or reservoir can oscillate against one another because of the inhomogeneity in

density. A stationary oscillation generated at the sharp density interface is called an

internal seiche. Among theoretical treatments, the most appropriate one to analyze the

internal seiche in the lake under investigation is chosen by the following criteria:

    (a) Is the shape of the lake long or round?

    (b) Is the shape ofthe cross-section rectangular or not? Is it uniform or not, along

        the long axis of the lake?

    (c) Is the lake shallow or deep, in comparison with its horizontal size?

    (d) Is the density interface sharp or vague?

   When the lake is long and has a rectangular cross-section whose depth and width are

uniform along its long axis, eigen frequencies of the internal seiche can be obtained in a

compact form without restrictions of shallow water and/or sharp density interface.iT2) On

the other hand, when the cross-section varies along its long axis, some approximations are

to be made.

   The lake treated in this paper is assumed to have a long shape and a rectangular cross-

section whose width is uniform but depth is varying. This is a model of a well-known type of

lake which is created from naturally or artificially blocked rivers. When the depth is

shallow compared with the length and the width of the lake, we can use the long-wave

approximation. The lake is stratified in such a way that there is a sharp density interface

but the difference in density across it is small. This makes it possible to adopt a two-layer

fluid model and to simplify the equations by use of a small density ratio parameter e=1-
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pi/p2, where pi, p2 are the density of the upper and the lower layer. Thus, reduced wave

equations for fast (surface) and slow (interface) modes are derived, as shown in section 2.

In order to calculate numerically the eigen frequencies of the internal seiche, the wave

equation for the slow mode is transformed into a set of algebraic eigenvalue equations

under some boundary conditions. This process is shown in section 3. In section 4,

calculated eigen frequencies are compared with the positions of some peaks in a power

spectrum of an isotherm varying in time, which was observed at Kanayama Reservoir in

the summer of 1985.

                 2. Wave Equations for Fast and Slow Modes

   We consider here the seiche with a long wavelength and a small amplitude, which is

generated at the interface of a two-layer lake. Its cross-section is rectangular, and the

width is uniform from cross-section to cross-section, but its bottom is inclined from the

upper end toward the lower as shown in Fig. 1. Assuming that the fluids in both layers are
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where la(x t), hi(Az t), %(x) are the height of the surface, interface and bottom, and vi(u t),

v2(x, t) are the mean flow velocity of the upper and lower layer. In eqs. (2) and (4), such

nonlinear terms as ezle2/ax are already neglected.

   Boundary conditions in the present problem are

   h,=finite, hi=finite atx=O, (5),(6)
    (h,).:=O, (hi).=O atx==L. (7),(8)
   Next, we eliminate vi and vle from eqs. (1)-(4). Then, the terms vP(la-hi)/Ot and zle

O(hi- hb)/at are neglected, and (%- ht)avi/Ot and (hi - la)av2/Ot are replaced by hiavi/

Ot and hOzl2/Ot, respectively, owing to the linear-wave approximation, where hiila - hi,

h!hi-ig are the thickness of the upper and lower layer when both the surface and

the interface are quiescent.

   Consequently,

    a2(la - hi)                   e2%

       at2 -ghiax2=O, '(9)
    Oa2t(l` -g lg} (h, a[(i-Ea).hs+eh']]=o. (io)

   In the case that h is uniform, it is readily shown that eqs. (9) and (10) have a fast mode

(denoted by (+)) and a slow mode (denoted by (-)). First, h, == la･exp[ido(x- ct)] and hi :=:

hi･exp[ile(x - ct)] are used in eqs. (9) and (10), where le is the wavenumber and c is the phase

velocity. Second, the eigenvalue problem is solved, in which eigenvalue is c and the

elements of eigenvector are hs and hi. Then, within the confines of E->O, the phase

velocity and the ratio between q and hNi of each mode are shown to be

   q`"'/rz`"'=(hi+la)/% for[c`"]2=g(hi+h), (ll)
   IZi{-'/hX(-' == -Eh2/(hi + h2) for [c`-']2= egr(1/h, +1/h,)n'. (12)

   In order to derive the reduced wave equations for each mode which holds also in the

case of varying depth, we use

    la-%c+)+da<-), -here(k[:', :- gEgO,j; Ek[:ll:: l' 8E:O,l; a3)

    hi-hic"+hi(-', where(Z`i:',==O,(,20,i:Eh,ll'-l',li-l8(,20,i: (i4)

in (9) and (10). Equations (11) and (12) give us a clue for determining the magnitude of la('),

hi('), h,(-), and hi{m) themselves and their time derivatives with respect to E.

   Equations for the fast mode are obtained from eqs. (9) and (10) at the order of EO:

    (hs('))tt-(hi("))tt-ghi(Izs('})xx ::: O, (15)
    (ht{')) tt-g[h2(la,(')).]x == O, (16)
and the sum of them gives the wave equation for the fast mode

    (hs(')) tt -g[(hi+Jz2) (hs(')) x]x= O. (17)
Once la('} is known, la('} is given by integrating eq. (16).

   On the other hand, equations for the slow mode are derived from eqs. (9) and (10) at the

order of Ei:

    -(hi(-))tt-egnr(hs{-))xx := O, (18)
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      (ht('))tt-Eg[h2(h,{wu)+hi('}).]x=O, (19)
By summing up (18) and (l9), and considering (la(h)). = (h(-)). = Ofrom the boundary

conditions (7) and (8), we have a relation

    (la(-')x= -[%/(hi+la)] (la`M')x･ (20)
Equation (20) indicates that the oscillations of the surface and the interface are in an

antiphase state to each other. If eq. (20) is used, the wave equation for the slow mode is

obtained from eq. (18) as

    (hi`-')tt-Eg[(1/hi+i/h2)-i(hi{-)).].=O. (21)
                     3. Method of Numerical Calculation

    Eigen frequencies of the internal seiche are obtained from eq. (21) under the boundary

conditions (6) and (8). Here we assume that la varies as ax, where cr is the inclination of

the bottom, and we put hi(ww)(ag t) = Y(x)exp(i6t), where if is the frequency. Furthermore,

we define bl and z as bl = 6/[s/EZgi]il(a/hi)] and z = 2bl !Zi}eMl. Then eqs. (21), (6) and

(8), where ht is replaced by hi(-), are rewritten as follows:

    [l+(i.2,.)2 Y;r].+ZY=O, ' (22)

    Y;r=O at2=2blM/iiZ. (24)
Since eq. (22) is reduced to the Bessel differential equation ofthe zeroth order when z<2(h),

we can expand Y, insofar as aL is not too large compared with hi, into a series of

orthonormal functions

            co

           n==1

    ipn(z)=' hi12aL 7h(anz/Z)/11b(An)1, (26)
where JI6 is the Bessel function of the zeroth order, and Z.'s are the roots of equations j6'

(z)=-11(2)=O. Function Y(z) given by (25) satisfies the boundary conditions (23) and

(24) since each di.(2) does, On numerical calculation, the infinite sum in eq. (25) is

truncated at the N-th term where N is a large integer.

    If both sides of eq. (22) are multiplied by di.(z) (m =1, N) and integrated from O to Z

with respect to 2, the following set of a}gebraic eigenvalue equations are obtained:

     N    2(-Amn+(Sinn(zt)2) Cn =O (M=1, N), (27)
    n=1

    Amn= 1,]6(S,i"Si"(i.)1 2h.iL .1]id2 1il (iliMaLef/1£i2,). (2s)

    Note that Amn is symmetric with respect to m and n, and includes only evL/hi as a

parameter where aL is the value of h2 at the lower end of the lake. Thus, w2 is real and

it depends only on evL/hi. Since each eigen frequency of the internal seiche is obtained

from cr=s15ZgiE- (a/hi)tw,parameters necessary to determine ct are N, hi, evL, a,e and g in

all.
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            4. Comparison Run agaiRst the Results of ObservatioR

   As an example, the eigen frequencies of the internal seiche at the thermocline of

Kanayama Reservoir were calculated, and they were compared with the observational

results.`) Kanayama Reservoir, which was constructed in 1966 by blocking the Sorachi

River, is located around the center of Hokkaido. It has an elongated shape with a length

L' of about 10km, and a width of less than lkm. The bottom inclines almost uniformly

and the average inclination ev is O.O037. Results shown here were observed during a period

from 9th to l8th of August in 1985 when the thermocline in the reservoir was prominent.

The total depth of the water at the dam (crL' ::= hi + aL) was 37m on an average during this

period.

   The water temperature was measured at three stations in the reservoir, namely, near

the dam (Sta. 1), at the railway bridge (Sta. 2, 3.8km upstream from the dam) and at the

Shikagoe Bridge (Sta. 3, 7.3km upstream from the dam). At Stations 1 and 3, thermisters

were set at every O.5m from the surface to the depth of 5.0m, at every 1.0m from 5.0m to

10.0m and at every 2.0m from 10.0m to the bed. At Sta. 2, thermisters were set beneath

the surface, at the depth of 1.0m, 3.0m, 3.75m, 5.0m, and at the bottom. The data from 21

thermisters at Sta,1 and those from 18 thermisters at Sta.3 were recorded on hybrid

recorders every 30 minutes. At Sta. 2, the data was recorded on a memory recorder every

30 minutes.

   Two sets of figures were produced from the records of water temperature. One set

of figures are vertical distributions of water temperature at each station every 6 hours.

Figure 2 is one of those observed at Sta. 1 at 6 o'clock on August 12. From this figure, the

thickness of the upper layer hi and the density ratio parameter G can be estimated, and

their values during the above-mentioned period are hi ==2.0--4.5m and E =O.OO16--O.O026.

Another set of figures are power spectra of temporally changing elevation of each isotherm

at each station. Figure 3 shows the spectrum of the 14"C isotherm at Sta.1 during the

period. The elevation of each isotherm is calculated by interpolation from the recorded

water temperature at each depth. Eigen frequencies ofthe internal seiche are known from

this spectrum.

   The three lowest eigen frequencies calculated by the present method (this case is

denoted by I) are shown as functions of varying hi and E by solid lines in Fig. 4. The eigen

frequencies calculated under hi =2.8m and E=O.O021 are shown by arrows in Fig.3, and

they are ascertained to agree with the positions of the three prominent peaks in the

spectrum. The value of E in this case corresponds to the difference in temperature

between 80C and 220C. Function Y(z) in eq.(25) is approximated by IO orthonormal

functions, and the convergence is sufficient for the three lowest eigen frequencies.

   When the reservoir is replaced by a simpler basin with a vertical wall at x =::O and with

a constant depth of h2=:crL/2, as shown by broken lines in Fig.1, eigen frequencies are

given by cr= sg/ 11hi+1/h2 (nrr/L) where n is an integer (this case is denoted by II).

The values due to this equation are also shown by broken lines in Fig. 4 for comparison. It

is seen that the eigen frequencies in the case I are shifted toward the lower frequency in

comparison with those in the case II, and this tendency is enlarged for higher order eigen

frequencies. At Kanayama Reservoir, the difference between cases I and II is only of the
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same order of the range of accuracy in the observation, but it can be larger at the lake

where the inclination of the bottom is larger than that of Kanayama Reservoir.

                                5. Conclusion

   A theoretical approach to obtain eigen frequencies of an internal seiche at a sharp

interface in a lake with varying depth is presented. Results of numerical calculation for

Kanayama Reservoir can explain the observational results. Although eigen frequencies
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calculated by the present method differ only slightly from those by the fore-existing

method in Kanayama Reservoir, the differences between them are expected to be enlarged

in other lakes.
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